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Abstract:

countries are heavily focused on their position in 

time refers from religious to social pressure under 

which are entirely personal when it comes to the 

Veil by Fatema Mernissi. Furthermore, the primary 

discussion with students from different Muslim 

countries living in the UK light on the factors such 

religious practices. Through comparative studies on 

is not away from political connotations.

Resumo: 

não muçulmanos concentram-se fortemente em sua 

dentro do feminismo e em debates mais amplos sobre 

como peça de vestuário, na maioria das vezes, se 

narrativas, e descobre identidades inteiramente 

Under Western Eyes

Além disso, a discussão principal com estudantes de 

Através de estudos comparativos sobre a adaptação do 

1 

2 

department. She has been working with the electronic and print media for over ten years and as an ethnographic 

she has realised how media plays a crucial role in moulding our thinking capacity, and through semiotics creates 
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Introduction

male-female 

dynamics  Fatema

geographical position of Muslim countries and tribal tradition has on Muslim identities, 

ummah’

the contradictions and confusions it creates through various interpretations and school of 

thoughts, which are more political; hence naturally biased. 

Arab tribal culture are prominent in religious laws and customs. Traditionally, women are 

less-than-equal

the house’ 

God given space pursue the noblest of 

all professions on earth the next generation

129). Muslim female has no role to play outside her home as the conservative thinkers 

sexual dynamics

subgroup

control of the female body

shown; even Muslim believers have a misconception regarding the position of woman in 

ever since they came under the impact of the Western Civilization

Ahmad, 1993: 3). 

honor, but it is the concept of modesty. Different school of thoughts implies different rule 

culture. ORCID ID https://orcid.org/0000-0002-0609-9633 Email: runia.syedasadia@gmail.com. 
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choice or obligatory for Muslim Ummah

from their personal narratives. 

Promenade des Anglais and makes her to remove some of her clothing (French Police Make 

and compare them to “bank robbers”. This offensive notions of verbal abuse and bodily 

for gendering islamophobia.

With the growing political mobilisation in Europe after the end of colonization 

Headscarf problem

emancipation is seen as a threat to their well-established patriarchal society. Emancipation 

contribution, and its cultural identity. 

Muslim Male-Female Sexual Dynamics in Patriarchal Society
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Patriarchal society devours on hierarchy, ignorance, and competition, which transform as 

The traditional Pakistani cultural impact is very vivid in their upbringing. A sense of 

body either. 

Syeda

for women, they have to follow it. Why? Do you think this is one kind of dominance 

on women? 

Aliyah

between culture and religion. The culture from Pakistan slowly integrated into 

it and that becomes such a big difference, like a hierarchy and patriarchy. 

Religious practice becomes cultural identity in Pakistani society, though they live in UK, 

in both the societies create challenges for Aliyah to accept herself as she is- within Pakistani 
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Nissa, Algerian Muslim, 27 years old, currently doing her PhD in English Literature 

Muslim woman. 

Syeda

Nissa

Syeda

Nissa

obligation. Dress code is certainly relating with modesty, but its measure and standard vary 

when applied men versus women (Mahmood, 2005: 156). She did not mention patriarchal 

society here, but the reference clearly shows that how gender preferences work over 

religious practices. 

is becoming more of a cultural practice than religious obligation. 

Syeda: Does it ever occur to your mind that maybe this is her religious preference? 

Sairah

understanding of it. So, you are doing it, you sort of giving man more power 

over yourself. 

Syeda

Sairah

it speaks a lot of their character not ours. Why are we taught, constantly that 

you have to be in certain way, you need to cover yourself, you cannot walk out 

of your house alone? Why? 

Syeda
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Sairah

representational structures of the social world

woman would surrender to a man, why she would give others privilege over her body and 

act of resistance

veil comes as a symbol of both submission and resistance to cultural forces of oppression, 

asks her and her sisters to wear Abaya3 and cover their head while getting out from home 

after iftaar4, in Ramadan5

inside it, otherwise Sarah would look like a prostitute who does it to all the time to keep 

their identity secret. Sarah keeps on thinking about this fact that her father turning his eyes 

no control over her daughters. 

Sarah

3 Abaya is sometimes also called an aba, is a simple, loose over-garment, essentially a robe-like dress, worn 

by some women in parts of the Muslim world including in North Africa and the Arabian Peninsula.
4 evening meal with which Muslims end their daily Ramadan fast at sunset. Muslims break their 

fast at the time of the call to prayer for the evening prayer.
5 Ramadan is the ninth month of the , and is observed by Muslims worldwide as a month 

of fasting (Sawm) to commemorate the 
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Moroccan society is gradually becoming conservative. According to Sarah, her father had 

power is always born of something other than itself, and it is interwoven 

with social relations

funnily prostitutes are covering themselves to hide their identity, and from a distance they 

who they are

Patriarchal society, Libido and Male Gaze in Religious context

set of customs for a group of people become their culture. For Aliyah and Sairah Pakistani 

law is different in those societies for patriarchal oppression. Multi ethnic Algerian society 

oppression, force, or burden on her. She has accepted this life with her full virtue, it is not 

patriarchal society. 

libido psychoanalysis

laws around it. While speaking of dressing up, the instruction is simple-dress up modestly. 

forbidden (Al-Kaysi, 1986: 41). The societal pressure keeps on reminding Muslim woman 
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Male gaze

male gaze

th grade her mother asked her 

male gaze  (Mulvey, 1988 

emotional connection6, sensitivity plays a 

raw instinct

libido

2001: 219). From a very early age, society teaches young girls that she needs to control her 

need label as-bad, indecent, corrupt. Needless to say, women eventually gain more control 

over their physical desires and needs, because they associate it with shame, disgust, guilt. 

vulnerable to woman. This is not only in religious practices, even in Western world women 

passive form

dynamics. Gender segregation is an obvious result how Arab patriarchal culture discriminates 

6 

desire towards those men for whom they feel an emotional connection.
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victimised voiceless stereotype

of class, age, or ethnicity. All Muslim women fall under the same category- oppression 

in the concept of saving her from modern world, since modern world consumes women 

world, are essentially a separate entity who needs to be studied in a proper manner with 

theoretical impact. 

Hijab A Gesture of Power at the Nexus of the Political and the Personal

piece of cloth narrates the discourse of history, culture, heritage, religion, social stability 

revolution and Muhamm being the last of the lineage of prophets of the books 

word, every line, every rule, or fatwa 7or action goes through unspeakable scrutinises and 

arguments from both end- Western and eastern media. 

at it in multiple ways through the narratives of my participants. While engaging with 

are- emancipation, colonization, imperialism, misrepresentation of orients, political agenda, 

islamophobia, feminism and more. 

7 

than that.
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through emancipation. This concept captivates me. A woman with or without headscarf or 

occasions- women need to be emancipated.

Emancipation, where Everything gets Complicated

rabbit hole, an entire world is awaiting there. This emancipation becomes fright within the 

disastrous cost’ in the 

terms of damaging Islamic family order

relate with family honour and respect, they are the guardian of protecting family values. 

protective and oppressive cocoon

progression civilization’ can be added up in ‘unprincipled behaviour

bankrupcy of reason and the lack of moral courage

undermines family provider and his guardianship over 

her his manhood, his dignity, his substance and his willpower

to see that it is an economic liberation for both the genders.

perfectible

81), Western feminists assume that they need to save Muslim women from the patriarchal 

 

and invisibility of Muslim women, and veiled Muslim women denounce to show herself in 

 

Impact of Colonialism on Orients

a way of 

coming to terms with the Orient that is based on the Orient’s special place in European 
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Western experience

Haram8 

uneducated. There is a constant encounter of generalizing notions in their descriptions of 

45), ‘self and other9’ 

than whom and the “third world woman” caught between tradition and modernization 

(Spivak, 1988: 90).

My discussion with Aliyah hovers around how Europe is getting harder on Muslim 

community and how this burka-ban is really affecting everyone with buzzing animosities. 

allowed in many European countries, then the regulation of clothing worn by Muslim 

fear of unknown, wearing headscarf separates Muslim woman from the crowd. Liberal 

submission and subordination combined with ignorance’, or 

gendered Islamophobia

of it according to Aliyah. 

Aliyah

The fact that,  especially in Western society they used to wear heavy clothing, 

Aliyah points out the fundamental difference between Eastern and Western outlook 

th century, Western women used to wear heavy 

cloths, with their progression, Western world feels obligation towards these subaltern10 

sensational cultural practices

muted subjects of subaltern

a mission to rescue them from 

their culture

8 

9 

as being essentially rational, developed, humane, superior, virtuous, normal and masculine, while the 

10 
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fails to see the core family value system of Eastern societies. What West is recognising as 

culture teaches her to cover her shoulders or wrap scarf around her neck as a sign of decency, 

while growing up. That is our culture in this sense a source of identity (Said, 1994: 13); 

wise to cover yourself while going out, if you are wearing something not up to social standard. 

That cover up will save you from social harassment and unpleasant comments, its acts as a 

which Western world fails to perceive. 

Hijab, under the Political umbrella

Muslim Arab, non-Arab Muslim- emerging with multiple history, culture, ethnicity, and 

these countries have nothing in common but on political sphere their interest matches- 

how a Muslim woman should dress up. The liberation of Muslim women has become the 

many elements imposed on women in Muslim countries, the imposition of laws on Muslim 

gender politics

control in all places

Turkey a secular peripheral country, who shares its border both with Asia and Europe. 
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mascaras 

and enforced population exchanges

Syeda

Esma

or that kind of thing with Government. like to support  them, they also wear 

Syeda

with Government.

Esma

of the society who do it…. for political purposes.

surrounding secular and religious clashes. Dichotomy in political outlook concerning values 

is always a constant trait in Turkish political culture, there is no middle way according to 

her. Esma says, we face many limitations being women, but Government is more focused 

in reality the headscarf controversy is 

cleverly used

welfare. From 1980 till today Turkish headscarf debate is a constant issue in their national 

the power struggle between secular and religious political parties

political than legal

transforms into a macro-power dynamic to achieve political favours from Government- a 

gesture to please and taking advantage from the situation. 

subaltern

increased all over the Europe. The hostility between West and East continues with new 

‘destructive invasions 

and calamities
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to control and restricted Muslims. 

headscarf problem

Regulation of Muslim women’s clothing11 

Europe starts feeling from- Naturalised immigrants, refugee crisis, threat of terrorism, and 

Growing Muslim, 2019). These nations feel the threat to be insecure with overlapping cultural 

cultural essence’

2014: 676). The discrepancies in thoughts and ideologies are based on factual things- one 

its due to economic and political problems and Western foreign policies which is always 

violent extremists, averse to democracy, 

oppression of women and culturally backward

mainstream society

spaces, emphasises her inferiority to Muslim men as well as non-Muslim women. Regulating 

Islamophobia12.

but true, ‘Don’t use us to score goals in the match between the so called ‘Western Civilised 

Masculinity’ and ‘Eastern Monstrous Savage and Barbaric Masculinity’

11 

12 

when seen as a geopolitical force or the source of terrorism.
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is considered as progressive, civilised, and developed, while the orient is deemed remote, 

Conclusion

Syeda

you think about this?

Nissa

willingly. For her this is her religious obligation, her unshakable faith to Almighty and human 

university Authority it looks as a hindrance, since she stands out in her classroom. They 

This is how Dayla Rogers in A House of Mirrors: Representations of Veiling in Modern Turkey 

are not isolated events or incidents. There are innumerable times when Muslim women 

that forced to unveil publicly symbolized as Public Rape which was resented both by Algerian 

‘semantic fusion… especially in the context of 

martyrdom

powerless

exploited
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Western Feminist’s writing  

subaltern woman

Edward Said: A critical Indroduction

to comprehend that matter. Nobody ever talks about The Greater Jihad 13 struggle in the path 

of god

their worldly temptations, Muslim women tolerate all hostilities imposed on them by the 

society, face socio-political discrimination. 

Muslim women who came forward to protest for their religious rights participating in 

choice to me- because being submissive to something unseen against the odds takes a 

from political or social manipulations. This assertiveness towards standing up against 

share their horror stories they face while living in UK. Sometimes, they have been pushed 

I felt like I crawl 

into my boyfriend, I couldn’t stand, I felt I am going crazy” — said Aliyah, 2019 or if god 

“when that attack happened in London, for days I didn’t 

get out from my room, what if?” 

faith is way deeper than my limited knowledge.

traditional religious values. Amidst those arguments, take a pause and think- there is 

They are choosing it wholeheartedly, and some are trying to reach at that point of devotion. 

rebukes, offensive remarks, embarrassments, and temptations. 

As a researcher the challenge remains to narrow down the issues around Muslim 

outlook towards women what is condemnable that the patriarchal society forbids Muslim 

13 The greater Jihad refers to the efforts of a believer to live their Muslim faith as well as possible. Muslims 

make a great effort to live as Allah has instructed them; following the rules of the faith, being devoted to 

Allah, doing everything they can to help other people.
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If You Want To Know, 2017). The lack of investigation carries in the 
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